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Abstract

The number of physicians involved in clinical research continues to decline. Financial and administrative barriers appear to be primarily responsible, although inadequate community-based infrastructure has also contributed significantly to this troubling phenomenon. Therefore, novel physician-friendly research models amenable to conducting efficient clinical research are necessary. The physicians from the Women’s Cancer Research Foundation have developed such a paradigm over the past 23 years, which has proven to increase research productivity above and beyond the traditional academic model.
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Introduction

From 1985 to 2003, the percentage of physicians actively involved in research declined from approximately 5 to 2 percent.1 Many community physicians consider research to be time consuming, tedious, and financially draining.2 Consequently, even the physicians who enjoy clinical research are often dissuaded from this endeavor.

The traditional academic models are seemingly obsolete and have always been self-constraining, particularly since many of these research institutions contend that they are the ones who should determine how research is defined, the manner in which it is conducted, and the specific outcomes to be measured.3 These conservative research paradigms are also encumbered by the evolving trends of teaching, research, and patient care.4 Moreover, the research perceptions of clinicians, administrators, and researchers are often conflicting, further confounding any attempt at obtaining a consensus.5 Consequently, academic research models have been hampered and become progressively more inefficient.6

In many academic medical research settings, physicians enrolled in fellowship programs, resident physicians in training, and medical students are critical to conducting clinical research.7 However, unless there is consistent supervision from an experienced research physician and an appropriate research infrastructure is established, conducting substantive research studies may be extremely difficult. We raise this issue because many clinical fellows, residents, and medical students are not sufficiently trained in research methodology, nor do they have the experience to statistically analyze study data and subsequently write manuscripts for publication in peer-reviewed medical journals.
The majority of cancer patients are currently treated in the community setting and not at academic centers. Evidence-based medicine requires clinical expertise and knowledge in accessing, interpreting, and applying the scientific results to communicate the different clinical outcomes with their patients. Therefore, if the traditional academic research model desires a more progressive approach to conducting quality and evidenced-based research, then the importance of community-based physicians and experts should be considered.

Since evidence-based medicine is the standard to which physicians adhere, attracting more community-based physicians to clinical research should accelerate medical progress. However, the conventional “mom-and-pop” community physician offices do not typically possess the experience or research infrastructure to conduct substantive clinical studies. Thus, an ideal research model should satisfy the needs of both traditional academic medical institutions and community physician groups.

The Women’s Cancer Research Foundation (WCRF), a public nonprofit foundation, has created such a model in partnership with their gynecologic oncology medical practice. The WCRF’s basic tenet is to structure clinical research in accordance with a simple “turnkey” approach that entices interested physicians into conducting clinical research. Their paradigm is based upon the belief that the predominant difficulty in conducting clinical research is not intrinsic to subject matter, but rather a result of reconcilable deficiencies in the research model and personnel description. The WCRF model posits that physicians should primarily be involved in roles that require senior or administrative clinical decision making and that the vast majority of the research process should be delegated to nonphysicians.

Initially, physician involvement is imperative to evaluate the prospects of novel therapies, innovative treatment devices, and patient outcome studies. This may include several time-consuming meetings with senior biotechnology/pharmaceutical personnel and other clinical researchers to evaluate the proposed viability or efficacy of a new medication or device. However, most small community or academic medical offices may have great difficulty scrutinizing multiple and extensive study protocols, let alone writing original protocols, ensuring study eligibility, collecting and inputting patient data, conducting statistical analyses, and preparing a manuscript for journal publication. Consequently, a diverse in-house research staff is necessary to address, manage, and accomplish the aforementioned functions.

**Description of Research Staff**

A dedicated senior research nurse is imperative to coordinate and supervise all clinical studies. This nurse can act as a research director, writing original protocols and negotiating contracts with limited physician supervision. Furthermore, he or she would also manage institutional review board (IRB) issues and maintain the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Investigational New Drug (IND) application. Clinical nurses and medical assistants can conduct limited research, but when patient volume dramatically increases, they simply do not have sufficient time to manage both the clinical and research responsibilities. Therefore, a separate senior research director and research team are necessary.

When a research group is operating multiple clinical trials concurrently, there should also be a designated number of trained clinical research coordinators working collaboratively with data managers and clinical nurses to organize data collection and trial management. Clinical research coordinators typically organize the initiation of a research study; recruit, screen, and enroll clinical study participants. They also maintain drug accountability logs and constantly interact with study patients to ensure the accuracy of case report forms and regulatory documents.

A clinical research nurse can also expand his or her influence and resources during the supervision of multiple clinical trials via collaboration with trained medical assistants and data managers. When appropriately supervised, designated data managers and medical assistants can execute the daily responsibilities associated with study protocols. Furthermore, they can frequently and comprehensively discuss a research protocol with the study participants and their family members, elucidating the significance of the trial and addressing corresponding questions and concerns.

Medical assistants and data managers, who are knowledgeable, detail oriented, compassionate, and able to multitask, can also screen patients and conduct extensive due diligence for prospective clinical
trials. Moreover, they can continually be relied upon to input and review study data, complete patient case reports, regularly inform and update the principal investigator and research nurses, respond to study monitor queries, and ensure that established study criteria are adhered to during all research phases.

When considering the methods of data collection, statistical analysis, and manuscript writing for journal publication, a PhD researcher trained in academic medicine can provide invaluable expertise. Many clinicians do not have the time and often the experience to write peer-reviewed quality publications. While physician input is essential for a manuscript’s development, quality, and review, the research paper can be primarily accomplished with a PhD organizing the specific details inherent in the project’s preparation.

Significant research endeavors often require extensive hospital involvement in order to ascertain patient information and records. Thus, health information management (HIM) personnel can be invaluable resources to the research infrastructure. The HIM department is an essential component to conducting quality research because HIM professionals are experts in the field of patient healthcare and medical information. They are certified health information specialists and are responsible for managing, documenting, interpreting, and tracking patients’ medical records. Consequently, without their participation, most hospital-based research groups would be unable to effectively produce quality clinical research.

Clinical research requires accuracy and extensive knowledge of medical terminology. HIM professionals are specifically trained in these areas. Further, they employ advanced computerized encoding, document imaging, bar coding, and sophisticated transcription software to facilitate patient data and record processing. HIM professionals also ensure that collaboration with research groups is accomplished in accordance with strict federal HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) and state-mandated privacy laws and verify that confidential information and data are secure.

The duties of HIM professionals in the realm of research also include managing health records and medical information, coding diagnoses and reimbursement procedures, and ensuring quality control via information technology. Moreover, when attempting to assess the impact of research-related interventions on healthcare, HIM professionals can be instrumental in facilitating clinical study implementation, operation, and completion. Since HIM professionals are experienced in many facets of research and are integral to the entire process, they would be highly qualified to perform the extensive duties of a clinical research coordinator and/or data manager for any research institution.

Many IRBs are hampered by bureaucratic issues; thus, the WCRF works solely with regional IRBs to decrease study approval time. This is essential because many traditional hospital-based IRBs require six to nine laborious months to permit initial study approval, whereas regional IRBs can often provide study approval in sometimes only a few weeks. Furthermore, these regional IRBs are beneficial because they often comprise experienced reviewers who can provide valuable insight into protocol design.

Peer-reviewed publications are the gold standard of any research effort. Prominent national cancer centers like Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, MD Anderson Cancer Center, and Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center have significantly more gynecologic oncologists on staff than the WCRF physicians. Nevertheless, cumulative annual academic first-author manuscript production per physician at the WCRF exceeds that of these centers’ gynecologic oncology divisions. This assessment was determined by calculating the average annual number of first-author gynecologic oncologist publications per institution, which was identified via www.pubmed.gov (see Figure 1).

The physicians in collaboration with the WCRF have produced nearly 40 peer-reviewed first-author publications (e.g., surgery outcome studies, case reports, and chemotherapy trials) in major medical journals from 2003 to 2007 (Table 1). This substantial manuscript production rate is an increase of over 320 percent compared to the previous 5 years wherein this new model was established. Fortunately for the WCRF, the physicians donate all of their research time. The doctors are willing to conduct research without financial remuneration because they recognize that in spite of their restricted time, clinical research is essential to advancing the field of medicine and improving overall patient care.
The tremendous increase in research efficiency has permitted three extremely busy gynecologic oncologists, all of whom annually perform approximately 1,200 surgeries, to collaborate with the WCRF research staff. This has resulted in the current enrollment and management of 14 large-scale patient clinical trials, two of which involved holding the FDA IND authorization. The trials comprise original investigator-initiated studies and industry-sponsored (e.g., pharmaceutical/biotechnology) studies, which have significantly increased the WCRF’s annual amount of grant and public funding from $276,000 in 2003 to $565,000 in 2007 (see Figure 2).

Managed care also has significantly reduced the amount of funding necessary for clinical trials. Therefore, charitable funding is necessary since the income from hospitals and biotechnology/pharmaceutical companies does not sufficiently cover operating expenses. This can be partially achieved through supportive patients and private-sector organizations. These individuals and organizations are likely to increase their financial involvement as they familiarize themselves with the practical aspects of relevant (i.e., personal) clinical research conducted at a designated institution. In particular, WCRF patients and supporters are deeply involved in the organization, account for several of the development committee members, and plan the increasingly successful annual fundraisers.

**Discussion**

Since traditional academic models are associated with significant frustration and inefficiency, employing the components of the WCRF paradigm (Figure 3) nationwide could significantly revolutionize clinical research productivity. While the model is hierarchical in design, the WCRF has been successful because the qualified research staff is cross trained and primarily familiar with nearly every aspect of the research process. Moreover, the individual researcher frequently participates in several facets of the design and management of a clinical trial, enabling him or her to acquire new skills and provide flexibility in order to achieve favorable results. For example, when the senior research nurse is unavailable to discuss a complicated research issue with a patient or study monitor, a data manager, HIM professional, or medical assistant would be able to intervene and appropriately address the scenario.

Individual research groups and conventional models could be easily modified to incorporate several features inherent in the WCRF paradigm. Community medical practices can also utilize the WCRF prototype or make adjustments amenable to their specific institution. The WCRF’s successful research model facilitates physician involvement by providing more time for doctors to design, execute, and assist in conducting scientific studies without compromising their clinical responsibilities.

However, until the traditional academic research approach is critically evaluated and renovated, many of the practical and methodological issues will be difficult to reconcile. Therefore, we conclude that a progressive and judicious approach to conducting clinical research involves the development of a research team whose entire focus and viability is dedicated toward significant productivity and efficiency in the context of a nonprofit foundation model.
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Figure 1

Average Number of Gynecologic Oncologist First-Author Publications at the Individual Cancer Centers

Note: This graph was calculated by tallying the number of first-author gynecologic oncology publications for each institution (www.pubmed.gov) and dividing the statistic by the number of gynecologic oncology physicians (n) within the specific institution.
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Annual WCRF Grant and Public Funding (2003–2007)
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Flowchart Exhibiting WCRF Research Model Components